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	Wireless Transceiver Design: Mastering the Design of  Modern Wireless Equipment and Systems, 9780470060766 (047006076X), John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The insatiable demand for high-speed real-time computer connectivity anywhere, any time, fuelled by the wide-spreading acceptance of Internet Protocol, has accelerated the birth of a large number of wireless data networks.  Wireless Transceiver Design provides a comprehensive, practical, self-contained and friendly guide to theoretical and practical modern wireless modem & transceiver design for experienced radio and communication engineers and students.
    This book will enable readers to fully understand the specifications that characterize the performance of modern wireless modems and transceivers as a whole system, learn how to measure each one of them, and discover how they depend on (one or more) components and subsystems in the various architectures of widespread use.  It discusses the important figures related to off-the-shelf radio-frequency and baseband super-components and explains how to measure them to fully evaluate applicability and limitations.    

    Key Features:      

	Readers will learn to master the design, analysis and measurement of important and hard-to-achieve parameters, such as phase noise of oscillators, peak-to-average and linearity of radio-frequency power amplifiers, amplitude and phase balance of quadrature channels and radiated spurious emission      
	Written so that each chapter is self contained and suitable to be consulted on an ad-hoc basis as a reference      
	The lesser covered topic of ‘parasitic phenomena’, the cause of many major after-market disasters, is addressed      
	The material is treated with in-depth mathematical approach, whilst avoiding unnecessarily obscure discussions      


    Suitable as the basis for advanced under-graduate and post-graduate engineering courses, as well as a comprehensive reference, this book will be of interest to those involved in R&D in the fields of engineering and computer sciences, radio engineers working on cellular products and system engineers in the wireless arena, as well as professors and lecturers in the field of communications, undergraduate and post-graduate students in engineering, computer sciences and system engineering.     
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The Pillars of Computation Theory: State, Encoding, Nondeterminism (Universitext)Springer, 2009

	The abstract branch of theoretical computer science known as Computation Theory typically appears in undergraduate academic curricula in a form that obscures both the mathematical concepts that are central to the various components of the theory and the relevance of the theory to the typical student. This regrettable situation is due largely...


		

Learning Flex 3: Getting up to Speed with Rich Internet Applications (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
How soon can you learn Adobe Flex 3? With this book's unique hands-on approach, you will be able to tinker with examples right away, and create your own Rich Internet Applications with Flex within the first few chapters. As you progress, you learn how to build a layout, add interactivity, work with data, and deploy your applications to either the...

		

The Options Course Workbook: Step-by-Step Exercises and Tests to Help You Master the Options Course (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
A comprehensive study companion to The Options Course, Second Edition
    In The Options Course Workbook, Second Edition, George Fontanills offers a wealth of practical exercises that will help further the readers' understanding of options, as well as test and apply what they've learned before they take their first step into the real...




	

Picture Yourself Learning Microsoft Office 2010Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Featured in the four-color, visual Picture Yourself series, PICTURE YOURSELF LEARNING MICROSOFT OFFICE 2010 is a valuable resource for all readers, beginner to intermediate. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk you through the basics of each application from beginning to end. Helpful tips provide additional information and advice to enhance...


		

Fundamentals of Voice-Quality Engineering in Wireless NetworksCambridge University Press, 2006

	Network operators are faced with the challenge of maximizing the quality of voice transmissions in wireless communications without impairing speech or data transmission. This book provides a comprehensive survey of voice quality algorithms, features, interactions, and trade-offs, at the device and system level. Using a practitioner rather...


		

Learning Data Mining with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Python to analyze data and create insightful predictive models


	About This Book

	
		Learn data mining in practical terms, using a wide variety of libraries and techniques
	
		Learn how to find, manipulate, and analyze data using Python
	
		Step-by-step instructions...
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